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iDesign advertising established in the year 2015 is one of the leading signage company in UAE specializing in various profes-

sional services with our best prices. Quality in work is the important strategy we follow and over the years it has helped us 

to achieve immense customer satisfaction.

We provide various indoor and outdoor services such as 3d letter sign, LED sign, flex sign boards, fabric light box, wall 

graphics, glass stickers, frosted stickers, laser cutting signs, pop up and roll up stands, acrylic fabrication etc.

Idesign delivers our service with the assistance of the best designing and production teams and with great quality products 

and services.

About Us



I Design advertising will be the premier provider of signage to large and small 

business throughout UAE. We will accomplish this by providing superior 

products and customer service, and by pricing our services to ensure that we 

remain competitive yet return a reasonable profile. In addition, we will 

maintain high ethical standers and encourage our associates and customers 

to use environmentally sound practices whenever possible. 

OUR VISION
I Design believes in providing the most efficient, cost effective and innovative 

ways to service our clients with quick turn-around and high quality products. 

We aim to be a leading innovator, developer and marketer of worldwide 

signage products and systems. Using the most advanced technology and 

equipment in the industry aids us to adhere to international standards of 

quality and of course, to our long-standing promise of providing only the 

best in signage products and services to our customers. We support our 

clients throughout their entire project lifecycle, from concept design and 

build through implementation.

OUR MISSION



SIGNAGE
Signage is the soul of marketing. The 
very way you show people what you 
actually offer them. Interesting them 
with different colors and designs also 
matters.



MALL SIGNAGE
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EXTERNAL SIGNAGE
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RECEPTION  SIGNAGE



DIRECTION  SIGNAGE



FLEX  SIGNAGE



EXHIBITION BRANDING



FABRIC LIGHT BOX



WINDOW GRAPHICS



WALL GRAPHICS



HOARDING STICKER



FROSTED STICKER



3D LETTERS



OUR CLIENTS
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